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Track, monitor, and raise the visibility of use of force events

Use of Force Reporting

Key Benefits

Efficient collection and reporting of use of force data has never been more critical for 
law enforcement. Use of force event data offers many benefits to modern agencies — 
from helping to strengthen partnerships with the communities they serve, to enhancing 
agency effectiveness — but it can be a challenge to transform use of force event data 
into actionable insights. 

With Mark43’s Use of Force Reporting, agencies can easily track, monitor, and raise the 
visibility of use of force events. Agencies can efficiently write use of force reports and 
complete multiple levels of approval. Data can be exported in an FBI-compliant digital format 
to aid in reporting requirements. With consolidated use of force event data, agencies can 
draw actionable insights from data to identify future training opportunities, assess whether 
the deployment of force is working as intended, and more.  

Mark43’s Use of Force Reporting is available as a standalone solution to support your critical 
responsibilities or as an integrated part of the Mark43 Public Safety Platform for streamlined 
officer workflows.

Efficiently write reports

Easily write use of force reports and complete multiple levels of approval. Current users of 

Mark43 RMS can further streamline reporting workflows — integrated reporting means 

information only needs to be entered once.

Analyze use of force data

All fielded data is immediately available for analysis in Mark43 RMS, providing a consolidated 

view of use of force event data across the agency. 

Identify actionable insights

Agencies can more easily synthesize use of force event data to inform policy development, 

training programs, performance metrics, and accountability. 

Meet your community in the moment

Among calls for increased accountability and transparency, consolidated and accurate use of 

force event data helps agencies to strengthen their relationships with the communities 

they serve.
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Product Features

Mark43 Use of Force Reporting

Configurable, comprehensive reports

Configure fields, codes and validation rules to fit your agency’s data collection requirements. 

Easily attach files and multimedia. 

Role-based report access & tracking

Set permissions so use of force reports can only be visible by a select group of users. Benefit 

from robust audit logs and activity tracking to drive internal transparency. 

Built-in FBI compliance

Report directly from your compliance dashboard in an FBI-compliant format. Data validation 

during report submissions supports compliant reporting.

Integrated with Axon Evidence.com

A seamless, out-of-the-box integration with the Axon digital evidence and body worn camera 

offering allows officers, detectives, and admins the ability to see a video side by side with the 

related use of force report.


